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UK: OFF-BALANCE BUT ON-TRACK 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

 
 Trade balance, 

June, £ mns 

Construction output, 

June, mom 

Latest -2459 1.2% 

Previous -2364 -1.2% 

Consensus -2050 1.0% 

Berenberg -1900 1.9% 

 
Solid construction but weak trade highlights the lopsided nature of the UK’s recovery. Construction output rose 
1.2% mom in June, beating consensus expectations, as housebuilding continued rising rapidly. We expect that to continue, 
particularly as the housing market now seems to be shaking off the effects of tougher mortgage rules, with loan approvals 
rising 8% in June. On the other hand, the trade balance missed consensus expectations. The volume of exports fell markedly 
in June while imports were almost flat. Though much of the fall in exports was due to oil and erratics, trade is likely to make 
a negative contribution to second quarter UK growth. 
 
Escalating tensions in Ukraine seem to be weighing on the internationally exposed manufacturing sector but 
construction output, the strong services PMI and still rapidly rising house prices suggest the domestic recovery still has 
plenty of legs. We shaved our forecasts a little this week to reflect the downturn in manufacturing, but we still look for 0.7% 
qoq GDP growth in Q3 and 3.0% for 2014 as a whole. The recovery could get lopsided for a while, but we do not see a 
good reason for the pace to slow dramatically. 
 
Construction revised up, but will not affect GDP. Along with revisions to the back data, today’s solid growth left Q2 
construction output flat relative to Q1, stronger than the 0.5% fall incorporated in the statistics office’s first estimate of Q2 
GDP. That upward revision will not be large enough on its own to affect Q2 GDP growth to 1 decimal place (construction 
is only 6% of GDP) particularly given the offsetting disappointment in manufacturing output earlier this week. The second 
estimate of GDP is released next week.  
 
UK Trade Balance 
 
 JUN MAY APR MAR FEB JAN 

Trade Balance, £ mns -2459 -2364 -2066 -1221 -1753 -2525 

Construction output, 

mom 

1.2% -1.2% 1.2% -0.2% -2.0% 2.1% 

 
Source: UK Office of National Statistics 
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